About Go To The People
“Go To The People” (GTP) aims to provide a platform for the sensitive and restless
youth who want to understand WHY, WHAT and HOW about themselves, about
society and about challenges surrounding them. GTP is about youths who want to
meet restless people like themselves who love to follow their heart using the brain.
It is about getting a chance to meet expereienced travellers on the similar path and
listen to and learn from their experiences. It is about developing skills to understand
a problem and the various ways to deal with it, individually and collectively. It is
about building a family of socially sensitive individuals from various fields across
India, tied together with deep bonds of friendship, acting as a support system for
each other. Finally, it is about finding oneself and choosing to live a meaningful life.
So GTP aims at helping spirited young individuals realize their potential to
contribute toward social good by encouraging sensitivity, social awareness, valuebased life and understanding the challenges while searching for a life goal for
themselves, through a series of structured camps.
Please fill this application form below which will help us to know you better. Also
do remember that your learning at GTP starts with the application form itself. So,
go ahead!

GTP Application Form

Section 1 - Information of Applicant
1. Name
(in CAPITAL)

2. Date of birth
(dd-mm-yyyy)

3. Gender
(Male/Female/Other)

4. Education Qualification
(Mention Year of Study if Currently
Pursuing)

5. Institute
6. Occupation
(if earning currently)

7. Current address

8. Permanent address
(only if different from Current
Address)

9. Residence
Urban/Semi Urban/Rural/ Tribal
area

10. Mobile number
(Primary and Secondary if any)

11. Email - Id
12. Category
SC / ST / VJ / NT / OBC / OPEN

13. Religion/ Atheist

Please note that we respect people from all castes, religions and ideologies. The purpose of the above two
questions is to reach out to the dynamic youth from diverse backgrounds.

GTP Application Form

(Please Use Separate Sheet for these answers while filling in Hard Copy.
Mention Section Number and Question Number while Answering)
Section 2 - The questions no college exam will ask to you
1. Your hobbies
2. Your achievements (Achievements may or may not be related to academics)
3. Name 2-3 movies/series you liked? Do tell why you liked it in 50 -100 words (Any 1)
4. Name of 2-3 books you liked? Do tell why you liked it in 50-100 words (Any 1)
5. What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Section 3: We respect your thought process, would love to know more about it.
1. Why do you want to join GTP camp?
2. What will you love to do as something unique or extraordinary for society?
3. Enlist any 3 pressing problems around you. What you think about these problems (Any 1)?
4. Do you have any experience of working for the people, either alone or in group? If yes, describe.
Share any challenges that you face which limits your service to people.
5. Why do you think you are the suitable candidate to be selected for the GTP camps?

Section 4: About GTP camp
1. Since GTP camp aims at helping you to develop awareness about yourselves and society, what are
your expectations from this camp?
2. The camp structure involves discussions and sharing by experts working on several problems in the
society. Is there any particular problem that you would like to see discussed?
3. There will be two camps of GPT in an Year (about six months apart) and each camp will be for six
days. What months are the not suitable months for you to participate in camp?
4. The camp registration fees amount to up to Rs. 1000/-. Do you have financial or any other issues
which can stop you from registering in the camp?

